
SENIOR THESIS (ENVS 195A/B) 
What is a Thesis?  A thesis is an unproved statement put forward as a premise in an argument.  A thesis 
is a proposition stated or put forward for consideration, especially one to be discussed and proved or to 
be maintained against objections.  A thesis is a original research. It is independent research. 
 
Faculty Mentor 
The quarter before you intend to finish your senior thesis paper, enroll in Thesis Prep (ENVS 195A). 
Bring your thesis idea to an ENVS faculty with whom you have taken a course and/or the research they 
do is what you are interested in and lines up with your Thesis idea. Discussing your idea with this faculty 
member may end up with support or a referral to another faculty more appropriate to your interests. 
 
Enrollment Process 
Requests to enroll in the Thesis Prep (ENVS 195A) is done by filling out the “Petition for Undergraduate 
Individual Studies Course” form with the (ENVS) faculty mentor and obtaining that faculty mentors’ 
signature and relevant information (hours per week student is required to work independently and to 
meet with mentor; 5 credits; letter graded; etc…)  ENVS thesis for any of the 4 ENVS majors, must have 
an ENVS Faculty or ENVS Affiliated Faculty sponsor/mentor.  Faculty outside of ENVS can act as 
additional mentors on a thesis.  
 
Forms 
Separate forms for a cover sheet, abstract or evaluation are no longer needed. 
The only separate forms are the Petition to enroll and the request for second reader for Honors. 
However, the title page of the thesis must follow the required format. 
 
Turning in the Final Thesis 
We require that all theses be turned in electronically to the Environmental Studies Office via email (for 
more details see below).  Sponsoring Faculty should discuss with students whether they want a final 
copy in hard copy or electronic form for themselves. 
 
Honors 
The Honors nomination procedure requires the ENVS faculty sponsor to ask a second reader (ENVS 
faculty, lecturers, affiliated faculty).  The nomination form (available in the advisement office) is filled out 
and given to the second reader by the faculty mentor. The form is then submitted to the Undergraduate 
Advisor after the second reader concurs or not, in time to meet the deadlines (see Deadlines). 
 
Deadlines 

1. 3rd week of instruction (add/drop deadline) each quarter: enrollment completed; forms filled 
out 

2. 1 week prior to finals week each quarter: 2nd reader reviews for Honors  
3. Finals week each quarter:  electronic copy of Thesis/Senior Internship paper due to dept 

 
As part of the thesis requirement, students are encouraged to create a power point poster for the 
Undergraduate Poster Symposium, which is held in late-May/early-June.  
This handout is also available to students outside the ISB 4th floor department office.  A more complete 
handout of SCR guidelines includes information on: Senior Comp options; timelines; writing styles; focus; 
outline; format; text; back matter; bibliography, etc… 



 
 

Submission Process and Required Format for 
Environmental Studies Senior Theses/Senior Internships 

 
Congratulations on completing your Senior Thesis or Senior Internship!  To make sure that the product 
of your hard work is accessible to future generations of Environmental Studies students and faculty, the 
ENVS department maintains an electronic library of all senior thesis and senior internship projects, 
including an on-line searchable database in Endnote Web.  The database is accessible to anyone with a 
UCSC email account; the theses themselves require a password that is available to Environmental 
Studies affiliates from the Environmental Studies office. 
 
To make this virtual library work, all theses and senior internships must (1) follow a standard format 
for the title page, (2) be turned in electronically, as a pdf file, and a word.doc file to envs1@ucsc.edu . 
 

1. Title Page Requirement.   All Theses/Internships MUST include standard content and format 
on the first page, as shown on the next page.  Title page information will all be included in the 
searchable Endnote Web database.  Your submission with title pages that do not include the 
required content and format will not be accepted. Please print the Title page, sign the copy 
write indication and scan a copy to envs1@ucsc.edu. 
 

 
2. Paper and electronic submission.  The campus no longer archive printed theses.  You are required 
to submit one paper version of your thesis for review by your faculty advisor (unless the advisor gives 
prior permission for electronic submission only).  You are required to submit the final version of your 
senior project or thesis via email to the ENVS office. Envs1@ucsc.edu during finals week.  The files 
should be clearly labeled with your last and first names, the month and year, and “ENVS thesis” if 
195A or “Senior Project” if 183B.  We require a pdf version of your work and the original file (e.g., 
word document).  The pdf file must be smaller than 1.5 MB.  This means that you should reduce the 
resolution and size of all figures in your work to the minimum size while retaining quality.  Do not 
include full-sized photos of several MB; export them as reduced .jpg files to a few hundred KB before 
including in your documents. If you think you can’t possibly reduce your work to such a small size, 
consider that the pdf reprints of most scholarly journal articles are less than 500KB.  Save your file in 
pdf format.  On a Mac, simply choose File:Print:PDF:Save as PDF.  Call your file by your last name, 
first initial, and year with the .pdf tag (e.g., smithk2008.pdf).  From a PC, you can create the pdf using 
any of a number of free PDF writers, or using Adobe Acrobat Pro software.  
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Sample Title page:  Please follow this format and content.  The abstract should be 350 words, max.  Provide 3-
8 keywords, separated by commas, which will help people find your thesis in the database.  Everything must fit 
on one page.   
 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ 
 
THE CONSERVATION PRISM: AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF 

CONSERVATION STRATEGIES 
 

A Senior Thesis submitted in partial satisfaction  
of the requirements for the degree of 

 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 

in 

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

by 

Joaquin Balboa Sapien 
May 2005 

 

ADVISOR(S): Gregory S. Gilbert, Environmental Studies 

 

ABSTRACT: The “conservation prism” is an interdisciplinary analytical tool designed to help improve 
conservation strategies. The conservation prism is comprised of four lenses. Each lens is associated with a 
different discipline I believe necessary for a well-rounded conservation project: ecology, culture, politics, and 
economics. The thesis analyzes reasons for biodiversity loss in Costa Rica, justifying the need for the 
conservation prism. The necessity of local community involvement in conservation projects is a recurring theme 
throughout the analysis. The conservation prism thus helps to create strategies to aid community integration. 
The conservation prism is applied to the Area de Conservacion Guanacaste (ACG) in Costa Rica, proving the 
need for and effectiveness of the interdisciplinary approach.  
 

KEYWORDS: Costa Rica, Guanacaste, Latin America, Community based conservation, deforestation, tourism, 

development, tropical dry forest 
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